UNPROFOR

PRISONER EXCHANGE AGREEMENT

IN MEDJUGORJE, 8 FEBRUARY 1994. ATTENDEES:

MAJOR FERRER SPABAT
MRS IRIS WITTWER ICRC
MR JAVIER ECMM
MRS CHRISTINE MACCALLUM CIVAFF
MR KOSTAS KUOFAKIS ECMM
MR DAMIR BARBARIĆ HVO
DR IVO SANDRK HVO
MR BERISLAV PUŠIĆ HVO
MR ŽELJKO BARBARIĆ HVO
MR SELMAN PODŽIĆ BIH
MR ALIJA ALIKADIĆ BIH
MR ZIJO ORUČEVIĆ BIH

BOTH SIDES AGREED THE FOLLOWING:

1. THE EXCHANGE WILL FOLLOW THE PRINCIPLE “EVERYONE FOR ALL” WITHIN THE ZONE AGREED IN POINT 2.

2. THE PRISONERS WILL BE EXCHANGED FOLLOWING THE ABOVE PRINCIPLE WITHIN THE 4TH BIH CORPS ZONE, INCLUDING BUGOJNO.

3. FROM TODAY, AND NO LATER THAN 10 DAYS FROM TODAY, LISTS WITH PRISONERS’ NAMES WILL BE EXCHANGED, WITH ONE COPY GIVEN TO THE ICRC.

4. ONCE BOTH LISTS HAVE BEEN AMENDED, THE EXCHANGE PROCESS WILL BE AGREED WITH ICRC, WITH THE SUPPORT FROM UNPROFOR.

HVO BIH
[signature] [signature]
[signature] [signature]

WITNESSED BY
SPABAT: [signature] ICRC:

ECMM: [signature] CIVAFF:

[page 2 is the list of attendees in English]